Abstract: An adaptive-focus lens is a device that is capable of tuning its focal length by means of an external stimulus. Numerous techniques for the demonstration of such devices have been reported thus far. Moving beyond traditional solutions, several new approaches have been proposed in recent years based on the use of liquid crystals, which can have a great impact in emerging applications. This work focuses on the recent advances in liquid crystal lenses with diameters larger than 1 mm. Recent demonstrations and their performance characteristics are reviewed, discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the reported technologies and identifying the challenges and future prospects in the active research field of adaptive-focus liquid crystal (LC) lenses.
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1. Introduction

Dating back to 1888, the physiologist F. Reinitzer and physicist O. Lehmann described the unusual characteristics of a new state of matter, liquid crystals (LCs) [1]. Since that time and up to more than 70 years later, they remained as purely a scientific curiosity. It was in 1958 when Glen Brown published an article entitled “The Mesomorphic State” in the journal Chemical Reviews [2], which reminded the scientific community of the useful LC properties which were revealed years ago by V. K. Freedericksz and V. N. Tsvetkov. Along with the pioneering work of R. Williams and subsequently, of G. H. Heilmeier [3], a revolution was triggered regarding this neglected class of materials. The first screens with LC-based pixels appeared and the investigation of the LC physical and chemical properties was revived. In the next decade, a significant step occurred. Swiss watchmaker BWC (Buttes Watch Company) announced its clock based on LC technology in 1971, which was the first in history. This clock used the Dynamic Scattering principle to drive the display. That same year, M. Schadt and W. Helfrich described a new electro-optic effect of nematic LC, known as a twist effect or TN (twisted nematic) mode [4]. By exploiting this effect, it was possible to fabricate a liquid crystal display (LCD), characterized by low consumption, low values of control voltage, high contrast and relatively fast response speeds [5]. Thanks to the absence of electrochemical degradation of the material, high lifetimes were achieved [6]. In the 1990s, engineers at Hitachi developed active control schemes (active-matrix addressing), thus taking a definitive step toward high-resolution displays [7].

Liquid crystal displays currently monopolize the market and are considered to be the most important LC-based application. Nevertheless, there are many more LC applications which are not related to displays. For example, LC can be used to dynamically tune the response of several components of optical communication networks, such as modulators [8], switches [9], multiplexers [10], filters [11], phase shifters [12], or fiber polarization controllers [13,14]. LC-tunable devices for the
aerospace industry [15] or astronomy, performing, for instance, beam steering [16,17] or aberration control [18], have also been developed. The use of LC to control or modify signals at millimeter and sub-millimeter wave frequencies is another research field [19], in which several devices have been proposed, including, among others, tunable antennas [20], phase shifters [21], and filters [22].

Another application sector is the study of the interaction of metamaterials [23,24], nanoparticles [25–27], and carbon nanotubes with LC [28–31]. In particular, the interaction of light with metallic nanoparticles (e.g., gold or silver) presents an interesting phenomenon, known as Localized Surface Plasmon Resonances (LSPR). The LSPR properties can be modified by the presence of an analyte, as in the case of plasmon-based biosensors [32], or by an active medium, such as LCs [33]. When instead of isolated metallic nanoparticles a continuous metal film interacts with light, propagating waves can emerge, known as Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPP), which provide deep subwavelength confinement. By tuning the SPP properties with an LC material, plasmonic modulators can be designed [34–36]. The LC molecular orientation is very sensitive to changes at the interface between the LC and the surrounding materials. By adding an analyte that allows some kind of binding with the LC or the alignment surface, the LC orientation can be strongly affected by the presence of microparticles such as bacteria, introducing disorder into the area around the binding zone. Hence, LC can make unique optical probes for imaging the molecular ordering and chemical patterns of organic surfaces and sensing the chemical reactions such as enzymatic reactions, DNA hybridization, ligand–receptor bindings, and peptide–lipid interactions at the LC/aqueous interface [37,38]. The same concept is also exploited in other fields, such as security, using LC devices based on different alignments that boost them with particular characteristics of visualization [39].

Furthermore, the dependence of the LC properties on various physical parameters such as deformation, electrical and magnetic fields, pressure and temperature, in addition to the easy integration of LCs in fiber-optics, makes them ideal candidates for the development of distributed sensors [40,41]. For instance, LC are employed in temperature sensing, owing to their high thermo-optic coefficient [42], for instance, in Fabry–Perot systems [43], photonic crystal fibers [44] and chiral nematic polymer networks [45], micrometric structures [46,47], mixtures of LC and metallic nanoparticles in Fabry–Perot [48] or fiber-optic cavities [49].

Finally, LC-tunable optical phase modulation is another application, which has attracted significant attention recently [50], where a large number of techniques and processes have been proposed. Nowadays, it remains a hot research topic, e.g., in ophthalmological applications [51], tunable zooming [52], beam steering [53], correction of aberrations [54], astronomy [55], 3D vision applications [56–59], novel aberration correctors for rectangular apertures [60], micro-axicon arrays [61], multi-optical elements [62], multi-focal [63], high fill-factor [64] and frequency-controlled [65] microlenses, optical vortices [66–69], lensacons, and logarithmic axicons [70]. Among all such applications, adaptive-focus lenses have been the most intensively researched topic during the last 40 years.

The next section describes briefly the state-of-the-art LC-based adaptive lenses. Over the years, numerous concise reviews on the topic of LC lenses have been published. For this reason, this work is focused on recent advances in LC lenses with a diameter larger than 1 mm. As this field is very active, in recent years, several new structures and materials have been proposed, which are reviewed in Section 3. In addition, novel applications have emerged in which LC lenses play a major role. In the last section, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the reported technologies and highlight the future prospects and challenges in the technology of adaptive-focus LC lenses.

2. Adaptive-Focus Liquid Crystal Lenses

An adaptive-focus lens is a device capable of tuning its focal length by means of the application of an external stimulus. Conventional lenses rely on two physical parameters in order to modify the impinging wavefront: (a) the difference between the refractive index of the lens material and the surrounding environment and (b) the curvature of their interfaces. For this reason, adaptive-focus
lenses are based on devices that change either the refractive index of the lens material or the curvature of its interface. Several techniques for the development of adaptive-focus lenses have been proposed [71]. They can be categorized into three major groups: (a) sliding variable-power rigid lenses, (b) shape-changing fluidic lenses and (c) refractive-index-controlled LC lenses.

In the first group, the optical power is tuned by displacing complementary pieces of identical cubic surface profiles. This technique was independently proposed in the late 1960s by Luis Alvarez [72,73] and Adolph Lohmann [74], and today such lenses are known as Alvarez lenses. Whereas Alvarez’ objective was a varifocal ophthalmic lens for presbyopia correction [73], Lohmann searched for a zooming lens system based on lateral rather than longitudinal shifts of lenses [74]. However, refractive Alvarez lenses are very difficult to fabricate due to their cubic surfaces. It was not until 30 years later when a practical device was fabricated by using diffractive plates [75], see Figure 1b. Recently, this technique has been proposed for miniature adaptive lenses [76], and high-speed focusing [77], as shown in Figure 1a. Some advantages are a broad optical power range and the possibility of fast switching.

![Figure 1. Working principle of the Alvarez lens: (a) a modulation of the optical power is obtained when conjugate phase plates are shifted with respect to each other in the direction where their phase profile is anti-symmetric. Depending on the displacement of the sub-elements from their zero position, a lens with positive or negative optical power is generated. (b) A refractive Alvarez sub-element with a profile function proportional to \( x^3/3 + xy^2 \) and the corresponding diffractive Alvarez sub-lens, the phase pattern of which is generated by taking the refractive phase structure modulo \( 2\pi \), are shown. Reprinted with permission from [77]. Copyright 2017 Optical Society of America.](image)

In the case of shape-changing techniques, these can be categorized in the use of elastic membranes, ferrofluidics, soft electroactive actuators, and the electrowetting and dielectrophoretic effect. Depending on the technique, different characteristics can be obtained. For instance, in elastic membrane lenses, a liquid is sandwiched between two substrates of which one is made of an elastic membrane. The lens formation is based on fluidic pressure, by pumping liquid in or out of the lens cavity, which causes changes in the membrane profile accordingly. In order to pump the liquid, a piezoelectric actuator [78] or other mechanical methods [79–82] can be used. For example, in Figure 2a,b the arm of a servomotor deforms the rubber membrane, thus squeezing the liquid contained in the reservoir into the lens chamber. The cavity volume determines the optical power of this kind of lens. The material used to make the membrane is usually polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Some current challenges include shape distortion (deflection of the membrane is non-linear), gravitational effect (considerable as the membrane deformation increases), and mechanical actuation. Some improvement can be obtained with piston actuators [83]. Another piston actuator technique is based on ferrofluids [84–86], where the piston is tuned by magnetic fields. Advantages of this approach are large dynamic range and high optical performance. The main problem lies in the precise control of the focal length. One possible solution has been found in the use of soft electroactive actuators [87]. These actuators can be made of different materials, for example, photo-polymer [88–90], hydrogel gel [91,92], conducting polymer artificial muscle [93], ionic polymer–metal composite artificial muscle [94], carbon nanotube artificial
Among the different LC-based applications, adaptive lenses have been at the forefront for more than 40 years. In the late 1970s, some pioneering research was carried out, giving rise to the first (GRadex INdex) lens. In this respect, numerous approaches based on LC-lenses with an electrically power, and low response time. In the case of dielectric lenses, two non-conductive liquids with different dielectric constants are used [100,101]. The structure, control, and optical performance are very similar to electrowetting lenses. The main disadvantages of liquid–liquid systems are the operating voltage, the necessary thickness for large aperture lenses (in order to avoid the capillary effect), and possible reflection and scattering due to multiple interfaces.

![Figure 2. Side view of the liquid lens cell: (a) without and (b) with a convex lens profile. 1—annular sealing ring, 2—rubber membrane, 3—glass plate, 4—elastic membrane, 5—liquid, and 6—a hole. Reprinted with permission from [80]. Copyright 2006 Optical Society of America.](image)

Other important techniques are electrowetting and dielectric lenses, which are based on liquid–liquid systems. In the latter case, a liquid forms a droplet, which is surrounded by a second liquid of a different type. In electrowetting-based lenses, an electrically conducting liquid drop (usually salt water) is placed in a dielectric-conducting surface, and the macroscopic contact angle can be tuned by changing the charges at the surface. When a control voltage is applied, the droplet tends to spread over a wider area in order to minimize the energy, as schematically shown in Figure 3a,b. Some advantages are the low gravitational effect, stability in case of shocks and vibrations, high optical power, and low response time. In the case of dielectric lenses, two non-conductive liquids with different dielectric constants are used [100,101]. The structure, control, and optical performance are very similar to electrowetting lenses. The main disadvantages of liquid–liquid systems are the operating voltage, the necessary thickness for large aperture lenses (in order to avoid the capillary effect), and possible reflection and scattering due to multiple interfaces.

![Figure 3. Basic diagram of the electrowetting principle: the change in the solid–electrolyte contact angle due to an applied potential difference between the solid and the electrolyte (a) without voltage; (b) with applied voltage. (L—Liquid, I—Isolator, S—Substrate, U—Potential). Under CC0 1.0 Universal, public domain dedication.](image)

The last group of adaptive-focus lenses is based on the gradual variation of the refractive index, in principle, without the necessity of any curved interfaces. When light travels through a non-homogeneous medium, the speed of the wavefront decreases in the optically dense regions and accelerates in areas of lower density. Based on this mechanism, lenses without curvature are made by using a material with a spatial gradient of its refractive index; these devices are known as a GRIN (GRadex INdex) lens. In this respect, numerous approaches based on LC-lenses with an electrically controllable focal length have been successfully demonstrated. Many of the topologies proposed for LC lenses are based on generating a gradual voltage across the lens capable of reproducing a parabolic refractive index gradient in the LC layer, thus mimicking the optical behavior of a conventional lens. LC-lenses can substitute their conventional counterparts while being more compact and lightweight. Their true potential, though, lies in applications where a variable focal length is needed, which LC-lenses achieve with low driving voltages and low power consumption.
Among the different LC-based applications, adaptive lenses have been at the forefront for more than 40 years. In the late 1970s, some pioneering research was carried out, giving rise to the first proposals of adaptive lenses, such as the works of Berreman et al. (with patent application in 1977 [102]) and Sato et al. in 1979 [103] (Figure 4a,b). The first adaptive lens was simply based on a curved cavity that was filled with LC. Some problems were the low response time, due to the increased LC layer thickness, and the molecular orientation homogeneity in the employed thick and curved layers. For these reasons, this particular technique was not further developed.

Some years later, in 1981 [104], the first cylindrical LC lens that was tunable by voltage was demonstrated by a group at Syracuse University, operating as an adaptive optical element. The structure was based on several electrodes that produced the desired voltage gradient. This new concept of lens stimulated other research works [105] and subsequently, spherical lenses [106]. In the late 1980s, new research works demonstrated LC lenses at the micrometric scale [107,108]. Around that time, the first Fresnel lenses were also reported [109]. This configuration reduced the necessary thickness and increased the diameters of the lenses. In the beginning, refractive Fresnel lenses based on surface relief profiles were proposed. Following that, diffractive Fresnel lenses and a mixed version (kinoform lens) were introduced. Also in the 1980s, A.F. Naumov et al. [110] proposed an improved patterned electrode lens to work with large apertures. By using a high-resistivity layer, voltage drop at the edges was avoided [111]. The sheet resistance of the control electrode is a key design parameter. Its value must be in the range between 100 kΩ/sq for lens diameters in the order of millimeters [112]. This technique has also been proposed for wavefront correctors [54,113], multi-optical devices [114,115] or optical tweezers [116,117]. Intense research on this technique resulted in a commercial device by Flexible Optical B.V. (OKO Tech) [118] (Figure 5).

Some recent reviews are focused on specific topics, such as fast response time LC microlenses [119], correctors [54,113], multi-optical devices [114,115] or optical tweezers [116,117]. Intense research on this technique resulted in a commercial device by Flexible Optical B.V. (OKO Tech) [118] (Figure 5).
in the field of LCs during the last 40 years. Over these years, several reviews have been published. Some recent reviews are focused on specific topics, such as fast response time LC microlenses [119], LC microlenses for autostereoscopic displays [120], design and fabrication [121] or LC contact lenses for the correction of presbyopia [122]. As a general approach, the review on LC lenses by Lin et al. is by far the most complete and detailed [123]. For this reason, the next section is only focused on recent developments in LC lenses with a diameter larger than 1 mm. Despite the fact that the main structures were established several years ago, there is still room for new proposals.

3. Recent Developments in Liquid Crystal Lenses

Despite the fact that LC lenses were first reported 40 years ago, they still remain an active field of research. In general, the applications of LC lenses are as numerous as those of fixed lenses or GRIN lenses, with the great advantages of volume and weight reduction and tunable focal distance by voltage. For example, LC lenses can help realize auto-focusing and optical zoom systems [124]. They have also been proposed for pico-projection systems, helping to electrically adjust the focusing properties of the projected image without mechanically adjusting the position of a projection lens [125]. In the case of holographic projection systems, LC lenses can help to correct the mismatch of chromatic image size, which is important for full-color holographic projection systems [126]. LC lenses can also be used as a concentrator and a sun tracker in a concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) systems [127] or couplers for fiber optics [128].

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning the use of LC lenses in the field of bio-optics, e.g., as optical tweezers [116,129], or in medical instrumentation in applications such as endoscopy, where LC lenses can be adopted to electrically enlarge the depth-of-field of an endoscopic system [130]. In addition, when it comes to ophthalmic lenses, the lens power of LC lenses is not only electrically tunable but it can also be positive or negative. LC lenses can correct myopia, hyperopia, and presbyopia. In the case of novel augmented reality displays, it can alleviate problems for people with disabilities and resolve the issue of accommodation–convergence [131]. In this regard, contact lenses made from LCs have been proposed [132–135], as well as LC-based commercial glasses, which were developed in 2011 [136] (Figure 6). Although such glasses tackle the problem of patients who require different types of glasses for different activities, the company went bankrupt due to a high rate of return (battery issues and some defective devices). LC lenses can also be considered as a kind of “extra-artificial crystalline lens” to compensate for the degradation of the crystalline lens of aging eyes or eye accommodation [137].

![Commercial LC glasses with tunable focus (PixelOptics) [136].](Image)

In short, in recent years there have been lots of developments tailored to the needs of different applications. These works can be grouped as a function of the employed technique. In this review, they are divided into the following categories: curved lenses, patterned electrodes, modal control, alignment layer, Fresnel, and polarization-independent lenses.

3.1. Curved Lenses

As previously mentioned, this technique was the first proposal for an LC lens due to the similarity to classic lenses. Despite this, in recent years intense research on applying this concept to contact lenses has been produced. For example, a switchable polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) LC lens to function
as a contact lens was proposed, as shown in Figure 7a,b [134]. The device has an active optical zone of 4 mm and it produces a variable focal power of up to +2.00 diopters, perfect for presbyopia correction. The same group has demonstrated that the use of negative LC and vertical alignment in the same structure provides a continuous change in focal power up to −2.00 [138]. The design considerations for this type of lens are reported in [139]. Other proposals that rely on the use of flexible substrates can be found in [140], using polyethylene terephthalate (PET) as a substrate. Two display substrates with different surface areas are used, allowing for the integration of powering and driving electronics (the purpose is also to work as a contact lens). The authors claim that ring-shaped concentric pixels, which are able to switch from a transparent to an opaque state, can be used to mimic an ocular iris and that it could be used by people suffering from iris deficiencies that involve hypersensitivity to light, such as aniridia, coloboma, or ocular albinism [140].

![Diagram of the switchable LC lens design](image)

**Figure 7.** (a) Shows a diagram of the design used for the switchable LC lens. The base curve of the lens is designed to fit onto the eye, with a radius of curvature of 7.8 mm, and therefore, appropriate for the average human cornea. The optical power of the lower substrate is +0.50 D, the optical power of the upper substrate is +6.00 D, with the optical power of the LC layer varying between −8.50 D and −6.50 D, depending on the polarization direction of light and the orientation of LC molecules. (b) A photograph of the device. (c) CAD rendered images of the lens. Reprinted with permission from [134]. Copyright 2014 Optical Society of America.

Another option is to embed dielectric curved elements inside the cell. This technique has been used extensively to produce LC microlenses; however, the main challenge is the necessary thickness of these elements. An array of LC lenses with diameters of 1.2 mm is demonstrated in [141]. The optical power can be switched from +100 to +50 diopters for voltages ranging from 11 to 14 V RMS, respectively.

### 3.2. Patterned Electrode

This category comprises designs that have patterned Indium tin oxide (ITO) in the structure. This was the first technique proposed to design LC microlenses, and involved exploiting a basic mechanism. A hole in the ITO layer produces a voltage decrease toward the lens center that has a quasi-parabolic profile. The main problem is that for diameters larger than the thickness of the sample, the voltage drops at the edges. Several structures have been recently proposed to counter this problem. In [142,143], a floating ring electrode is embedded in the interface between the dielectric layer and the LC layer. A diameter of 6 mm was reported and the operating voltage range was from 0 to 40 V RMS. For the
maximum voltage, an optical power of +8.33 diopters was achieved. A different approach has been proposed in [144], by using internal resistances between electrodes to conduct the voltage towards the center. In [145], a multielectrode configuration is proposed, which is different from previous designs in that only one lithographic step is necessary (Figure 8a–d). All the electrodes are located on the same layer. Although it is a microlens, it is included because the diameter can easily be scaled to larger values. The main problem is that the higher the number of control voltages, the larger the defect area (see Figure 8b) in the active region in the lens area, thus limiting the maximum diameter.

Figure 8. Reflection microscope image of the ITO electrode pattern for a lens (a) without floating electrodes and (b) with floating electrodes. Polarization microscope image of the LC devices with PZT (c) without floating electrodes and (d) with floating electrodes when 5 V is applied to all the electrodes. The rubbing direction is denoted with a white arrow. The position of the contacted electrodes is indicated with a white dashed line. Reprinted with permission from [145]. Copyright 2018 Optical Society of America.

3.3. Modal Control

This technique was also among one of the first ones to be proposed, and the advances during the last 40 years are related to the use of different materials for the high-resistivity layer, among which titanium oxide films [146], thin ITO layers [147] (max. 10 MΩ/sq [148]) or PEDOT [149].

In recent years, novel materials have been proposed, such as those used in [150], where a multi-functional liquid-crystal lens based on a dual-layer electrode design have been demonstrated. The diameter was 1.42 mm and the material for the high-resistivity layer was niobium pentoxide (Nb₂O₅). As with other materials, the optimization of the fabrication process is key in order to obtain stable parameters. Depending on the conditions, a broad range of sheet resistance values are obtained. One of the main problems of modal control, despite being the best technique in terms of simplicity and
power consumption, is that the manufacturing of homogenous high-resistivity layers is not trivial to obtain. A high-resistivity layer of ZnO (100 MΩ/sq) is employed in [151], where the thickness of the LC layer is 30 µm, the diameter 2 mm, and the optical power can be tuned from −3.9 to +4.4 diopters by using two different voltages. In [152], a PEDOT layer is used, but the electro-optical features of the LC lens are improved by doping the LC with multi-walled carbon nanotubes. The thickness of the LC layer is 100 µm and the diameter is 2.3 mm. When the external applied voltage is adjusted from 0 to 5 V_{RMS}, the lens power switches from +1.92 to +83.33 diopters. Additionally, the response time is reduced to 0.1 s in comparison with 2.6 s for non-doped cells. Another material recently proposed is an oxide Ag alloy [153]. Moreover, as claimed by the authors, the addition of a floating electrode allows significant optimization of the spatial distribution of the electrical potential (Figure 9a,b). The spherical aberration is reduced considerably, thus obtaining a high-quality lens. The lens has been tested in an 8-megapixel miniature camera of a cell phone [154]. Finally, different modifications for the modal control technique (based on inner and floating electrodes) are analyzed in [155]. It is claimed that it is possible to obtain a parabolic wavefront across the entire clear aperture of the lens. The proposed design has a 4 mm clear aperture, very low RMS spherical aberrations, and a dynamic range of +3.5 diopters.

![Figure 9](image_url)

**Figure 9.** (a) Schematic presentation of the structure of the proposed modal LC lens, and (b) its approximate equivalent electrical circuit. V_c is the control voltage (applied on the hole patterned electrode); R_1 and C_1, are the equivalent electric resistance and capacitance of the LC cell, respectively; R_2, is the equivalent resistance of the high-resistivity layer; C_2, the equivalent capacitance due to the floating electrode. Reprinted with permission from [153]. Copyright 2016 Optical Society of America.

3.4. Alignment Layer

This technique is usually based on the use of polymers which are sensitive to UV radiation as alignment layers [156]. Varying the UV dosage controls the pretilt angle. In recent years, new materials have been investigated, typically, these have been photosensitive polymers with benzaldehyde side groups. In references [157,158], a variable pretilt in the range from 0° to 90° is achieved via the formation of a localized polymer network. Other examples have used a new polymer characterized...
by the percentage of the three components and its macromolecules, comprising of photosensitive benzaldehyde-containing fragments (B), methacrylate fragments, causing vertical LC alignment (VA), and methacrylate fragments, producing planar LC alignment under photocrosslinking of the material, as investigated in [159]. The main difference with other materials is the two-step treatment: uniform rubbing (defines the azimuthal angle) and gradient nonpolarized UV exposure (to define the pretilt angle). Photocrosslinkable benzaldehyde polymers with fragments including long hydrocarbon substituents in a side chain are used in [160].

A different approach is the use of photoalignment to create Pancharatnam–Berry lenses. In [161], an LC lens with a diameter of 16 mm and an optical power of +27.7 diopters (99% diffraction efficiency) is reported. The thickness of the LC layer is only a few µm so the response time is reduced. As reported in [162], this kind of lens exhibits a fast switching time between two or more focal lengths with a large diopter change and aperture size (Figure 10a–d). In order to fabricate such a lens, a photo-alignment material is coated onto the substrate. The cell is mounted and subject to interference exposure. Another method to produce Pancharatnam–Berry lenses is proposed in [163]. In this case, a ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) cell with a continuous alignment structure is realized by a polarization holographic method. Authors report a diffraction efficiency of up to 87% and a response time of 300 µs with a low electric voltage (4 V/µm). The optical power can reach +2.4 diopters for a 13 mm aperture. This type of lens has been proposed to solve the problem of accommodation–convergence in head-mounted display devices [164,165] and to generate spatially separated focuses [166].

**Figure 10.** (a) Top view of a Pancharatnam-Berry lens: the direction of the LC optical axis changes radially. (b) The corresponding phase change along the dashed lines in (a). (c) Top view of a Pancharatnam-Berry deflector: the direction of the LC optical axis changes longitudinally. (d) The corresponding phase change along the dashed lines in (c). Reprinted with permission from [162]. Copyright 2017 Optical Society of America.
3.5. Fresnel

Fresnel lenses have been investigated since the beginning of research on LC lenses. It is the most viable option to obtain high optical powers with large aperture diameters. At the beginning, refractive Fresnel lenses based on surface relief profiles were proposed. After that, diffractive Fresnel lenses and a mixed version (kinof orm lens) were introduced. In these 40 years, there have been several proposals to obtain this type of structure.

In recent years, some cases include refractive Fresnel lenses [167] and diffractive Fresnel lenses, in which the zones are made by confining ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs) in multiple microscopically defined photo-aligned alignment domains [168] (Figure 11a,b); by multi-electrodes [169]; polymer-dispersed liquid crystal [170]; by a 90° twisted-nematic liquid crystal (LC) cell with a photoconductive polymer layer [171]; by using a photoconductive polymer layer and a Sagnac interferometer [172]; by a P6CB alignment layer (orientation direction also controlled along the polarization direction of UV light) and an interferometric setup [173]; by a patterned hybrid photo-aligned nematic dual frequency LC [174]; by Polymer-Stabilized Blue Phase (PSBP) LC zones [175–177] (the lenses being also polarization-independent). In these cases, the thickness is considerably reduced (between 1.5 µm to 12 µm), and therefore, the switching is fast. The optical power can be very high ranging from +1.5 to +23 diopters. The main disadvantage of these designs is the low diffraction efficiency obtained (around 30–40% for a binary phase lens).

![Figure 11](image-url)

**Figure 11.** Microphotographs of two designed ferroelectric liquid crystal Fresnel zone lens under crossed polarizers. The blue lines indicate the alignment directions. (a) ferroelectric liquid crystal Fresnel zone lens (Rin 360 µm) with β 90°. (b) ferroelectric liquid crystal Fresnel zone lens (Rin 255 µm) with β 45°. Reprinted with permission from [168]. Copyright 2015 Optical Society of America.

3.6. Polarization-Independent Lenses

Polarization-independent lenses are very interesting from a practical point of view. They do not require external polarizers and usually provide high optical power. As commented in the previous section, PSBP-LC Fresnel lenses are one example of polarization-independent lenses, yet other approaches based on this material can be found in [178], where a matched conventional glass lens is introduced in a Blue Phase Liquid Crystal (BPLC) lens to increase the range of the tunable focal length. The main problem associated with this material is the high voltage required to change the refractive index. In addition to PSBP LC, this effect can be achieved by stacking two LC lenses orthogonally. In recent years, some advanced structures have been proposed. For example, by stacking a number of LC layers, the aperture size of the LC lens can be enlarged without lowering the tunable lens power [179] (Figure 12a–c).
Adaptive-focus lenses have attracted a great amount of scientific and technological interest in recent years. Each technique discussed in this short review has its own strengths and weaknesses. For small apertures (less than 5 mm), LC lenses have been demonstrated to be the most suitable option. Some techniques are very easy to fabricate, the operating voltages and power consumption are very low and the long-term stability is very high owing to the lack of mechanically moving parts. The main problem of larger apertures is that, for the same gradient of the refractive index, the higher the aperture the lower the optical power. Another problem is the thickness, which has to be large in order to obtain a large dynamic focus range, and thin to obtain a low response time, thus defining a trade-off in performance. For larger apertures, liquid lenses could be more appropriate, as the optical path length change is high due to the change in the shape of the material. Moreover, liquid lenses have lower response times and are polarization-independent. In this regard, some proposals for LC lenses as multilayer lenses have solved the problem of polarization dependency and switching time. For high optical powers, curved lenses appear to be a good option, as demonstrated by recent proposals that offer flexible solutions for contact lenses. Fresnel lenses can also produce high optical powers, but without the possibility of analog tunability. Many different materials have been proposed in recent years. When the optical power or response times are not the main requirement, modal lenses are a promising option since they feature lower power consumption, low voltage control, and simple fabrication. Some new materials for high-resistivity layers and minor modifications to the structure have demonstrated high-quality lensing and a dynamic focus range (from $-3.9$ to $+4.4$ diopters for an aperture of 2 mm). Furthermore, other works have shown the potential of parabolic phase profiles for a 4 mm diameter with very low RMS spherical aberrations and a dynamic range of $+3.5$ diopters.

4. Discussion

Adaptive-focus lenses have attracted a great amount of scientific and technological interest in recent years. Each technique discussed in this short review has its own strengths and weaknesses. For small apertures (less than 5 mm), LC lenses have been demonstrated to be the most suitable option. Some techniques are very easy to fabricate, the operating voltages and power consumption are very low and the long-term stability is very high owing to the lack of mechanically moving parts. The main problem of larger apertures is that, for the same gradient of the refractive index, the higher the aperture the lower the optical power. Another problem is the thickness, which has to be large in order to obtain a large dynamic focus range, and thin to obtain a low response time, thus defining a trade-off in performance. For larger apertures, liquid lenses could be more appropriate, as the optical path length change is high due to the change in the shape of the material. Moreover, liquid lenses have lower response times and are polarization-independent. In this regard, some proposals for LC lenses as multilayer lenses have solved the problem of polarization dependency and switching time. For high optical powers, curved lenses appear to be a good option, as demonstrated by recent proposals that offer flexible solutions for contact lenses. Fresnel lenses can also produce high optical powers, but without the possibility of analog tunability. Many different materials have been proposed in recent years. When the optical power or response times are not the main requirement, modal lenses are a promising option since they feature lower power consumption, low voltage control, and simple fabrication. Some new materials for high-resistivity layers and minor modifications to the structure have demonstrated high-quality lensing and a dynamic focus range (from $-3.9$ to $+4.4$ diopters for an aperture of 2 mm). Furthermore, other works have shown the potential of parabolic phase profiles for a 4 mm diameter with very low RMS spherical aberrations and a dynamic range of $+3.5$ diopters.

Figure 12. Schematic diagrams of the operation of the multilayered LC lens at (a) voltage-off state,
(b) $V_1 > V_2$ and (c) $V_2 > V_1$. © 2015 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [179].

For a large aperture of 10 mm, the reported switching time is ~3 s for imaging objects from 360 cm to 26 cm. The lens power is $+3.93$ diopters for a driving voltage of 80 V$_{\text{RMS}}$. These are promising values for an LC lens with such a diameter. This design can solve several classic problems of LC lenses, such as the necessity of thick devices for high optical power, the derived response time of thick devices, and the polarization dependency of LC lenses. Another recently demonstrated approach is by using Pancharatnam–Berry lenses with a specific configuration [180]. The structure consists of at least four Pancharatnam–Berry lenses, with specific distances between them. As the authors claim, by compensating the polarization dependency of each Pancharatnam–Berry lens, single-depth high-resolution images can be obtained without preprocessing the incident polarization state.
Finally, new designs based on the smart control of alignment layers have appeared recently. The Pancharatnam–Berry lenses are worth mentioning as they exhibit a fast switching time between two or more focal lengths, high optical power for large apertures, and very thin layers, in the order of a few micrometers. These properties make them suitable for new applications, such as augmented reality devices.

In conclusion, LC lenses continue to attract the interest of researchers, mainly owing to the large number of applications in which they can be applied. Some new devices, such as head-mounted displays, mobile cameras, or contact lenses have demonstrated the need for novel adaptive lenses. One of the main challenges in the field of LC lenses is achieving the ability to increase the apertures to more than 10 mm while maintaining a high optical power (more than 3 diopters). Depending on the specific application, some parameters such as response time, dispersion, operation voltage, and phase profile must be taken into account. In the following years, novel materials and structures can potentially solve most of these problems, thus making LC lenses one of the most suitable platforms for the design of a novel class of adaptive-focus lenses for emerging applications.
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